
TOPICS:

LANGUAGES:

He presents in English.

IN DETAIL:

Arne is the host of Global Horizon - a YouTube Channel - providing three video
series: Asian Horizon, African Horizon, and Geopoli cal Horizon. Arne regularly
conducts overland expedi ons by train, bus and car across Africa, Asia, the
Middle East, Europe, and La n America to map geopoli cal, security and business
risks. He travelled on 10 fact-finding expedi ons alone by public bus across 30
countries in western, southern, and eastern Africa. He also travelled overland
from Shanghai, across China, Central Asia, and the Caucasus, to Istanbul, to map
infrastructure, logis cs, and the geopoli cal landscape along the New Silk Road.
These overland expedi ons gave him extraordinary geopoli cal and strategic
insights. Lastly, he travelled by bus and train across 19 countries in eastern,
southern, and western Europe, and assessed the geopoli cal and strategic
landscape, and the future of Europe.

WHAT HE OFFERS YOU:

Arne Elias Corneliussen provides a compelling and insigh ul analysis of the
challenging geopoli cal environment for business. Arne is program chair,
moderator, and keynote speaker at Norwegian Risk Forum, NRCI´s annual
geopoli cal conference. Arne has broad and deep exper se, and the ability to
combine detailed regional knowledge with a genuinely global and "bigpicture"
perspec ve.

HOW HE PRESENTS:

Arne provides though ul, carefully nuanced, inspiring and eye-opening
presenta ons, keynote speeches and advisory sessions.

Arne Elias Corneliussen is a geopoli cal and strategic advisor to governments, global companies, and financial ins tu ons. He is
the founder and director of global geopoli cal analysis at NRCI, a geopoli cal risk advisory.

Arne Elias Corneliussen
Leading Authority on Geopoli cs and Global Affairs

"An acclaimed geopoli cal and strategic advisor"

The New Global Geopolitical Landscape
The Future of Europe
Globalisation, Infrastructure and
Geopolitics - A Global Strategic Outook
Africa - The Next Growth Continent
The War in Ukraine - Implications of a
Geopolitical and Strategic Inflection
Point
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